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Buriing bones can be seen as a passive means of prayer training while training the Carnation with a bone crusher. If anything, this should be considered an experience ³ saving ³ from the training of the ³ Chaanager or making the mini-game of Minera on the island. Although, this would probably add to the total cost. Some will simply sell you the bones
and you will not pay for invent. Simply kill the Red µ using a safe place or praying, take the bones to the altar and receive your experience. Keep in mind that butlers can't bare bones, so that whole person would be totally off the table. It' a little bit more clickintensive, but you won't notice a slight increase in experience per hour. There is an NPC in
the General store that allows you to undock the bones from the notes, so you can simply run back and forth to get new bones without having to do µ operations. If you dont t have your altar, there are a lot of parties in public houses in World 330 that allow you to do this. The Golden Altar POH (1 Ã¢ 99) The Golden Altar is one of the most coveted
exhibits µ in any Player's House ³ and allows you to train the prayer at 350% of the normal experience for bone. Burying the Big Bones, which is the most common one used, will introduce about 43,000 experiments per hour. The bones are dropped by most creatures, including chickens. This is  in the Mushroom Meadow where there's  a scientist and
a giant mushroom that's   not quite there. Forthos Dungeon Dragµes Reds (1 Ã¢ 99) I have seen that iron men have limited options µ train µ ³s, a unique way not to use the site of the Red Drag that has a prÃoar In reality, experience rates are quite varied, depending on how many ³ you have not saved. If you don't have your own ³, the best way to bank
new bones For Camelot in a PvP world, I know the bank vault is right there. Visit the cemit ©rio in the jungle probably the best way to get free bones, but © anywhere near the optimal experience rate. MÃ ©all of Fast Training Buriing Bones (1 Ã¢ â¬ "99) While very expensive, click intensive and seemingly inefficient bones, burying still has potential
as the fastest experience of the game. Dragonbone Paste This necklace allows you to not restore prayer points while killing monsters. Pots If you are not going to grind bones for the whole ECTOFUNTUS, you will not need empty vessels. If you're not killing your own monsters, you ³'t have any visible means  Also ©m There's the only way in which only
F2P players can train the skill. ³ Island Prayer Training (1 Ã¢ â¬ "99) Although it is a new content of the relatively new with most players in view, you can use your extra ³ for more than 1 million experiences per hour. Although it is not a whole bought as you do not need to get the ³ of killing ammonite crabs, Wyverns or doing other activities on the
island. Ensaid Heads Ensaid Heads are rare from multiple monsters, including drag µ and goblins. The most popular option to use with the altar is the drag bone, as it has a sweet spot between speed and cost-effectiveness. You can't expect more than 650,000 experiments an hour by manually clicking on the bones and significantly less if you're doing
this AFK. Of course, if you don't end up being killed multiple times, you can't end up saving time or money. When reanimated on the dark altar, you can't fight your zombie form and get experience of prayer once defeated. In those same worlds, there are corridors ³ that will make bank trips to yours, but usually at a heavy cost. This can also be done
with lava drag µ or large ³ bones. These are used in order to make enriched bones. MÃ© all training ectofuntus (1 Ã â € "99) Ectofuntus is available for anyone with access to moradia, and becomes viable viable Ahoy completed due to the teleport Ectophial. Ensouled cabinets (1 Ã¢ 99) Players of a sense can save money while training the prayer to
buy or collect ensouled hair from the various monsters that drop them. High-level bones such as those of Dragon Bones or Daggonoth are more desired due to the much higher experience rates. Using bones on the altar gives 300% experience, which is inferior to a golden altar, but only good, considering that it does not cost money nor has a
construction level required. Some will ask for a payment per hour that can reach µ million gold per hour. Keep in mind that it needs to be loaded using ectokens. Buckets Buckets are used to recover sludge to be used in ectofuntus. TambÃ© m can help to have an alt account act like a fun mule or supply to reduce the chance of losing your items to a
team. You will not receive 400% of the normal rate of burial, which is a little more than the golden altar. Buriing normal bones can have about 13,000 experiments per hour, assuming you bought them at the Great Exchange. This is comparable to killing the Baby Blue Dragons and burying their bones. With the steps considered, the experiment per
hour will be even slower for any bone used. It depends on whether you should use them, but the experience per hour would not be extremely high anyway. The bones will then be used in the Machine of the House of ³, which is accessible through the Mushroom teleport system.  you probably don't have a high level of magic eating, so Goblin Heads
would be the only thing you wouldn't have access to. Although there are many steps involved with ensouled cabling, you can still push more than 300,000 experiments per hour with passive magic and combat experience. Marentill If you don't plan to offer bones on your ³ altar, you don't need to light the incense burners with For a more efficient
experience as possible. Ghasts (15+) Although not very efficient, kill kill after the completion of Nature Spirit is not a bad way for low-level Ironmen to train Prayer. While ensouled heads are great to do at any prayer level, the magic level needed for higher-level heads scale accordingly. To make sure the full experience potential is unlocked, both
incense burners must be lit, which it may be useful to have a partner light them for you. Bonecrusher The bonecrusher is a reward from the Hard Mortaynia diary and allows you to passive bury bones as you kill monsters. It is recommended to go to a team where you have some protection of scouts looking out for other PK teams. Once the two
ingredients are ready, you can spam click the Ectofuntus in order to receive your experience. Since it¢ÃÂÂs quite convoluted to use, most players will skip it aside from some early prayer training There are two components to training here: bonemeal and a bucket of slime. While it seems crazy to go out into the Wilderness to train Prayer, this altar
gives a chance at giving your prayer experience without consuming bones, making it a more economical training method than the Gilded Altar. If you AFK train at Ammonite Crabs, you should take not that they have the lowest drop rate for fossils, so don¢ÃÂÂt go there just for fossils. The experience rate is around 20,000 prayer experience per hour
along with combat experience. If you use chinchompas on monkey or bandits, you will also get a decent amount of experience on the way to 99 range. When banking for bones, you have a slight advantage of keeping it noted in your inventory and un-noting by using it with a Banker. The idea is to use your silver sickle to fill up your druid pouch, make
the Ghasts attackable and kill them for 30 prayer experience each. Filled buckets are also purchased from charter ships. In order to reanimate them, you will need at least 60% Arceuus favor and a decent combat level to kill them quickly. To get bonemeal, you take an inventory of Vessels and bone of your choice and use the grinder at the top level to
slowly make bone flour. Useful Searches Useful Items MÃ ©all training Fast MÃ ©all training cheap Rag and Bone Man: 500 EXP ³: 1,000 EXP Recruitment Unit: 1000 EXP The Restless Ghost: 1.125 Priest EXP in danger: 1,406 EXP Mountain Daughter: 2,000 EXP Ghosts Ahoy 2,400 EXP Other Slice HAM: 3,000 EXP Rag and Bone Man 2: 5,000 EXP
The Great Brain Theft: 6,000 ³ of Rum EXP: 7,000 Elid EXP Sphrites: 8,000 EXP Swan Song: 10 000 EXP Holy Grail: 11,000 Bones EXP comp µ the basis of skill and comes in many varieties. It would be rather slow, but for Iron Men, this may be a good way to start prayer training. This used to be the best way to train prayer during the old days of
Runescape 2 and I gave the greatest experience for bone. Sludge buckets were originally intended to be obtained downstairs, but Â Â easier to buy them from chartered ships. Since there is a leather tanner, it can also be used to make passive gold if you don't have the Crafting Level. Â Â it is advisable to set up a canh to speed up the speed of the
morning and make it a little less intensive in clicks. Kill Monkey Zombies also ©m A common way to use the bone crusher for the experience of hand-to-hand AFK with the passive experience of prayer. Â Â very useful for training hard monsters and burying their bones. Teleport back to your home and use your bones on the altar until you reach the
desired level. Drag strings are best for quick experience and Bloodveld skills are usually a good mix between quick and cheap experience. Fans³six small ones give 500 experiences each, and if you don't go all the way to rare ³, they give 2,500 each. This is still a better mÃ© for low level prayer training than doing Pest Control or bones. Wilderness
Chaos Altar (1 ÂÂÂ 99) This altar is located in the Temple of Chaos at the 38th Wilderness Level and now has an NPC to disnote its bones. One .sosso .servil sosso ed agrac amu moc ratlov e etsel a sanepa sedreV seµÃgarD so ratam ©Ã raredisnoC
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